
Election Aftercare Info 

 

The Election has come and gone. No one is more surprised at the outcome than 
me. This is a break in the momentum of historic proportion. Did we not see it 

because we didn't want to? Is it just that close that the future was subject to 
change? 

We can analyze, and I'm sure we will, for days why this result came to be. What is 
most important to me, spiritually, is that after acceptance has settled in, and 

healing is underway, we intentionally put our energy back on love and trust. There 
are two competing thought patterns in America. The "red" thought pattern wanted 

expression the most in this outcome. 

I've been fortunate in my life to have number of things go wrong. Yes I said that 
was fortunate. Why? Because when things go wrong or you don't get what you 
want, I have learned how to understand the spiritual implications and use that 

information to create even more success and joy. The point is that the physical-
tangible is just one element of the human experience. We are here to evolve 

ourselves. That's why we are on the planet. Without challenge, or discomfort we 
don't grow. We don't evolve. We don't change. I know with 100% certainty that this 

outcome is for my highest good. I cannot be given an experience I do not need. 
The divine is not inefficient in this way. 

I am on a mission to ferret out the value of this experience. I encourage each and 
every one of you to do the same. Don't allow the experience to define you and 

small you down to living a fearful and cynical life. There's always a winner and loser 
in every contest. The blue people had a good run with a great and articulate leader. 

The red people get to have their voice heard. The red people are just like the blue. 
They have families, bills to pay, and goals and dreams. Look for the commonalities, 
not the differences. Notice difference but don't feed it. 

Your goal is to figure out how to deepen your relationship to divine consciousness 

through this loss. Then, to continue to be a force for love in life. Blue people may 
not be in the oval office, but you can still effect change in other ways. The most 

potent change comes when you honor love and trust life. You don't have to be in 
the white house to do that. 

The planet has called out for monumental change. It is here. Find out what your 

role is in this moment in history. Get on with the business of filling your role. You 
are not your experience. Experience is for you to become your best self. Nothing 
more. 

I love you. I send you huge energetic hugs. 

 


